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Potential improvement points:
add wikipedia page describing openQA
someone could write a recent blog article
keep track of reference sources describing / tracking openQA, e.g. wikipedia list
better use of the twitter account (@openQAhq)

wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_GUI_testing_tools listed openQA but
unfortunately no separate wikipedia article for openQA which it IMHO deserves.
openQA was actually listed as "discontinued" since an anonymous edit from
2016-02 which I corrected to being active citing the page http://os-autoinst.github.io/openQA/. Maybe the broken OBS link as
reported in #9436 was
making the wikipedia change author to think it is not active which would be
sad and probably something we want to avoid in the future.
I corrected this but the entry was deleted as visible in
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=List_of_GUI_testing_tools&diff=prev&oldid=709701233 as it was stated that there is no
article describing openQA.
But there was a page "OpenQA" which unfortunately got deleted as well:
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special%3ALog&type=delete&user=&page=OpenQA&year=&month=-1&tagfilter=&subtype
=
Reasons stated are:
20:40, 3 May 2016 BethNaught (talk | contribs) deleted page OpenQA (G12: Unambiguous copyright inf
ringement of https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/blob/master/docs/GettingStarted.asciidoc; not G
PL is CC BY-SA compatible)
03:09, 26 March 2016 Diannaa (talk | contribs) deleted page OpenQA (G12: Unambiguous copyright inf
ringement of http://os-autoinst.github.io/openQA/, https://progress.opensuse.org/projects/openqa-i
mprovement/wiki, http://os-autoinst.github.io/openQA/downloads/)
Does anyone know who might have created that wikipedia article and what we can do to come up with a safe version of it?
Would it help to dual-license some content, e.g. our README under CC-BY-SA or something?
Subtasks:
action # 89545: [epic] Presence on openSUSE discord? Or matrix channel? reddit?

Blocked

action # 89548: presence on discord

Resolved

action # 89554: presence on reddit

Workable

action # 89557: presence on matrix

Resolved

History
#1 - 2016-05-26 06:58 - okurz
- Description updated
#2 - 2016-06-19 06:43 - okurz
Documentation of openQA should be licensed as GFDL so that we can use it. Or we recreate a wikipedia article linking to
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https://en.opensuse.org/openSUSE:OpenQA which itself is GFDL already. Honestly, I am not much motivated right now to create an article from
scratch when one already existed and was deleted…
#3 - 2017-01-17 16:03 - okurz
- Category set to Feature requests
- Priority changed from Normal to Low
#4 - 2019-11-04 15:00 - szarate
- Description updated
#5 - 2019-12-04 14:04 - szarate
- Description updated
#6 - 2020-07-28 11:30 - okurz
- Target version set to future
#7 - 2020-10-16 09:09 - cdywan
okurz wrote:
Potential improvement points:
better use of the twitter account (@openQAhq)
This came up in the context of #58304 and blogging about the activity view. I'd like to post a screenie and a couple sentences on Twitter. I try to get
into the habit of preparing the same for One (SUSE internal) for this and other tickets already. Except I simply have no access to said Twitter account
- using e.g. TweetDeck it's possible to link accounts so I don't even need the credential, I just need to be given access once.
#8 - 2020-11-11 10:03 - okurz
Next idea: Short showcase tutorial videos, each only some minutes, for individual features, e.g. "investigation", "test overview", "activity log".
#9 - 2020-11-17 10:17 - okurz
I suggest we could offer a weekly or fortnightly openQA meetup where we can demonstrate recent changes, review the last iteration (since the last
meetup), demonstrate older, but less known features, and discuss questions from the user community. Anyone up for that? If I don't read anything
from anyone I might just announce that at a fitting timeslot and hope for many to join.
#10 - 2020-11-17 12:20 - cdywan
Ack
#11 - 2021-01-11 09:38 - okurz
my proposal, each Friday, 0800Z
#12 - 2021-02-10 08:05 - okurz
implemented the "workshop" within our https://progress.opensuse.org/projects/qa/wiki#Team-meetings as a regular meeting.
#13 - 2021-02-11 15:21 - cdywan
My blog post Setup OBS Studio to record a video call should help with both one-off videos and recording the aforementioned workshop. As well as
Setup a blog with GitLab Pages and Hugo to encourage general blogging efforts w/o relying on internal channels (will be published tomorrow).
#14 - 2021-02-16 16:59 - cdywan
Also, a post about getting started with openQA. And maybe I'll get some feedback from a fresh starter to confirm how well this works for that.
#15 - 2021-03-05 11:58 - okurz
- Subject changed from better marketing for openQA to [saga] better marketing for openQA
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